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amazon has touted its prime day each year as a new kind of holiday one in which the deals are virtually endless and 
anyone would be a sucker not to take The Female Marine" and Related Works: Narratives of Cross-Dressing and 
Urban Vice in America's Early Republic: 

0 of 1 review helpful Five Stars By Deb In perfect condition and a great book This is the first complete modern edition 
of The Female Marine a fictional cross dressing trilogy originally published between 1815 and 1818 Enormously 
popular among New England readers the tale in various versions appeared in no fewer than nineteen editions over that 
brief four year span This new edition appends three other contemporary accounts of cross dressing and urban vice 
which together with The Female Marine provide a unique portrayal of prost com First published in 1815 The Female 
Marine purported to be the autobiography of a woman who in order to escape the shame of having a child out of 
wedlock and subsequent work as a prostitute disguised herself as a boy and joined the Marines Th 
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